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These are held on a Tuesday at the Parish Rooms at All Saints' Church at 8 pm.

There is no charge. 
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Local History Meetings at the Phoenix Centre at 8 pm. Visitors are welcome.

There is no charge.
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Meet at 2.30 at St. Luke’s Church
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Events held at the 6th form Lecture Theatre, James Allen’s Girls’ School,

East Dulwich Grove SE22. Refreshments at 7.30 for 8 pm start.
DDFA members free, visitors £7, students £1. www.ddfas.org.uk
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THE THE THE THE NORWOOD NORWOOD NORWOOD NORWOOD REVIEWREVIEWREVIEWREVIEW
The Norwood Review is published four times a year, in Spring, Summer,
Autumn and Winter. The deadline for each issue is one month earlier. The next
edition of the Review will appear in December 2009. Contributions should be
sent, no later than 1st November, to the Editorial Board, The Norwood Review,
47 Ross Road, London SE25 6SB (Tel: 020 8653 0402). Would contributors
please give their ‘phone number, address and e-mail address.
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAIRMAN’S CHAIRMAN’S CHAIRMAN’S REPORTREPORTREPORTREPORT
The Committee has been considering how to mark the 50th anniversary of the
founding of the Norwood Society. One suggestion is that we arrange a concert
at the All Saints' Junior School, and this is the subject of further enquiry. There
would still be scope for other events during 2010, possibly in conjunction with
the Upper Norwood Library, which also has an anniversary in that year.
Mention was made in the last Review that our 50th anniversary would be an
appropriate time to consider how the records and papers built up over that long
time should be archived and made accessible. Thanks to the work done by
Keith Holdaway and others they have been fully listed. We have had an offer
from Lambeth Archives (the Minet Library) to take the separate collection of
the papers of Alan Warwick's wife, Joan Warwick (they were passed by her
family to our late President, Leo Held, and we currently look after them) to
join those of her husband already kept there. It has yet to be decided what to
do about the offer and there is ongoing consultation with a representative of the
Warwick family. Some time ago we received a similar offer from the Croydon
Central Library to take our own papers and records, and we are currently
making enquiries about this possibility. Useful advice has been obtained from
the National Archives at Kew, and also from the archive staff of local
authorities.
On the planning side there is at last movement on the controversial Cumberlow
Lodge site. The developers have now (July) put in a fresh application which
includes houses, flats and a nursing home/day care centre. The local residents'
association is to arrange a public meeting at the Stanley Halls to show the plans
and obtain the views of those affected or interested. We have not yet decided
our response to the new scheme, but the developers certainly seem to have
made an effort to meet the objections made to their earlier schemes, and to take
into account the Inspector's views when dismissing the earlier scheme.
The Esso site in South Norwood Hill is now being excavated ready for the 36
affordable homes to be built there. The old Texaco site at the corner of
Holmesdale Road has now re-opened as a BP petrol station and shop. The
cleared site opposite the Stanley Halls at 1-9 South Norwood Hill has had an
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appeal dismissed because of the lack of the parking originally proposed, but a
fresh application seems likely which could resolve the issue. This is an
important location, and the sooner the hoardings are removed the better.
A major scheme in Sylvan Hill to replace the unsightly ex-police buildings
there has been the subject of 2 days of public consultation in St John's Church.
The developers are the YMCA who currently own the buildings and use them
to help young people to equip themselves to lead an independent life.
Provisional reaction seems to be that the scheme could be acceptable, and
certainly almost any scheme that removes the much-disliked ex-police
buildings would be a point in its favour. It is likely that a planning application
will be put in before too long, and we will then have to think about our
response.
At this point in time there is a Public Enquiry in progress at the Salvation
Army Hall in Westow Street to hear views about the Crystal Palace Park
scheme put forward by the London Development Agency. The Society will
address the Inspector and give its views.
Eric Kings
Chairman
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KINGSLYN, KINGSLYN, KINGSLYN, KINGSLYN, NORWOODNORWOODNORWOODNORWOOD
Extracts Extracts Extracts Extracts from from from from AnneAnneAnneAnne Violet Violet Violet Violet FuchsFuchsFuchsFuchs' ''' record record record record of of ofof her her her her childhood.childhood.childhood.childhood.

Violet Fuchs, nee Watson, was born in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, in 1874.
Her father, Charles Watson, was a partner in a wholesale grocery business
which started by supplying foodstuffs to the miners of the gold rush. He was
bought out by his partner, John Connell, and returned to live in England, going
back to Australia on several occasions, during the first of which their daughter,
Violet, lived with her nurse, Ann Gibb, who came from Invergordon. Violet
Fuchs was the mother of Sir Vivian Fuchs, the leader of the Antarctic
Expedition which crossed the South Pole in 1958.
The earlier parts of her recollections transcribed below have reference to the
houses `Fiesole' located near Crystal Palace, and 'Kingslyn' at the top of
Grange Road (now demolished). The description of 'Kingslyn' and its grounds
are of particular interest. We cannot unfortunately find space for the later
parts, although they portray a colourful and interesting life.
I first remember living in a house called Fiesole, on the southern boundary of
Crystal Palace Park. It should be pronounced in the Italian fashion, somewhat
like this: FEE-AY-SO-LAY", but the local errand-boys used to call it "Fried
Sole"! This house was a temporary one, and my mother always said we left it
before I was three years old. I must therefore have been just about two, (in
January) when the first remembered event occurred: it was that the footman
and someone else built a big snowman beneath my nursery window. I can to
this day see "William" looking up and laughing as he shovelled away, and can
feel my own wonder at the snow figure standing there with a pipe in its mouth.
In the spring, after the snowman had melted, I remember going often with Ann
into Crystal Palace Gardens; I believe that Fiesole and some other houses even
communicated by garden-gates with the greater gardens. We used to sit near
"the Rosery" which must have been a sort of hexagonal iron-trellised arbour on
a mound of lawn. There I picked daisies thick upon the grass.
I was then sent to my grandparents in Scotland when my parents went to
Australia. When they returned I joined them and my sister Minnie at the
Langham Hotel, London and was by this time a real little Highland lassie with
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no recollection of civilisation. It
is from the Langham I date my
first awakening to continuous
life and memory. I was
appalled and silenced by the
noise and size and crowds. Ann
(my nurse) and I stood in the
hall and looked up a very big
staircase, a staircase of the
giants, down which all sorts of
strange people were coming.
Presently I saw a queen coming
down! She was young and
slender and tall, not a bit like the Gibb family in figure, and she had a big
crown of bright golden hair. Her dress was pink, embroidered all over with
pearls, her neck and arms were bare: she was rosy and smiling, and came so
gaily down from far up the stair, I could only gaze at her in rapture. My sister
Minnie pointed to her, and said to me "Here comes your Mamma!" I was taken
aback because I thought a mamma was stout and old and grey. It was glorious,
but frightening to have a mamma like this, and to have her fling her arms
round me and eat me up with kisses. I did not speak a word; nor all that
evening, in a great sitting-room with green velvet curtains, did I utter a single
sound in answer to all the coaxings of Mother

We then stayed for some time
at the Queen's Hotel, Upper
Norwood; and while there I
remember a "funny old
gentleman" made much of me,
and that white arabis grew in
the garden. I did not see it for
years after, but when I did then
I immediately knew it for "the
Queen's Hotel" flower, and
most by its peculiar smell. In
that hotel there was a white
china vase in the form of a boy

The Rosary at Crystal Palace

The Queen's Hotel
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leaning against a tree-stump, the stump being hollow and forming a vase for
flowers. In this they put my arabis, and so I learned for the first time how
abominable plants can smell when they decay. The vase became slimy, and
dried into dustiness, but no one washed it out. It did not occur to me to get it
washed: I only became afraid of it and would not go near it any more, feeling
that it was "nasty".
Some time during this age of 3 and 4 I was taken to the great Paris Exhibition.
If I knew its date it would fix my age, for I was born in 1874, and we went to
the Exhibition in a Summer-time. We had, as I since know, a furnished flat in
Paris. Of the Exhibition itself I remember very little. Gardens, great spaces,
masses of things, a big wall hung with gold-framed pictures; but not one
recognizable exhibit; the one thing clear and plain is a bath chair in which my
mother was drawn about the grounds! It had a tiny seat at the bottom, in front
of her feet, on which a child could sit sideways with its feet on the step; on this
I sat and was drawn about, looking up at the wonderful Mamma, and feeling
very grand indeed.
After we had been some time at the Queen's Hotel, Upper Norwood, for a time
unknown, my parents hired a furnished villa adjoining the Hotel, perhaps even
in its grounds; it was called Ayres Villa. This was taken because of my parents'
decision to lease a house not far away, which had to be got ready and
furnished. We were in Ayres Villa for six months, I believe, but I remember
only one thing. I used to sit alone at a table having my dinner, and gazing
straight out of a window opposite, where there must have been a distant view,
at the back of the house, and not on to Church Road.
Our new house, home this time, was only half-a-mile away and was leased for
seven years from a Dr. Black, who had built it for himself, and built it so
lavishly that afterwards he could not afford to live in it. He came from Kings
Lynn, I think, at least he had evolved from that town's name the name
"Kingslyn" for his perhaps rather pretentious house. To me the house and
garden were so beautiful and wonderful, and I learned to love them so
romantically that, although I was torn away at twelve years old, I sometimes
think I should like to model even a home in Paradise on some of its features!
Kingslyn stood in a garden of three and a half acres, but at first there were two
or three adjoining plots unbuilt on, and open to us, which were to me confused
but interesting wildernesses; we probably had in this way 5 or 6 acres, but
these plots were afterwards built on and shut away. Kingslyn was a house of



about 15 rooms, counting kitchen, but
some of these rooms were very large,
thirty or more feet long. The hall was
large and square, open right up the
centre of the house to the roof, where it
was aired and lighted by a great
"lanthorn" of stained glass. The floor of
this hall, and of the passage running out
of it, was of tessellated marble, white,
with borders of a design in black, red,
and greenish inlay. In this big hall, on
this fascinating floor, stood in those
first days great packing-cases gushing
out straw. Noises of carpets being laid,
and trampings round the gallery landing
above, and rich exciting smells of dusty
straw, come back to me as I picture
those days. People stood unpacking
these monster cases, while I stood by

rapt, for it was like a treasure-hunt to the little Highland lassie who had not yet
lived in anything but hotels and "furnished" dwellings since she left the ferry.
All these things were ours! Marble busts, a statue, bronze figures, vases carved
in alabaster, gilt tables and clocks, the many pieces of silver, the glowing dark
blue and gold of the dessert service, the painted flowers and fruits, every plate
different, of the "best" dinner china, the thick-set diamonds of the cut glass and
the ruby of the hock-glasses and ice-plates, the pure solid sky-blue of the tea-
service, which had branches of white apple-blossom painted on it as if tossed
across the sky! I could never gaze enough on all these things, some
meaningless to me, but all most wonderful. I think I never ceased to gaze on
them through many years; often as a child I went from room to room at
Kingslyn, and touched them, and wove notions round them, curious wandering
fairyland notions.
There was a Mrs Jenkins who lived down Beulah Hill, a very pretty if silly and
insincere creature with a very old ugly husband and four very pretty children
like herself. I heartily detested this whole family, and one of my principal
horrors was going to see Mrs Jenkins.                                        To be continued.
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Kingslyn on Grange Road
as depicted in the

1894 Ordnance Survey Map
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Though outwardly looking no different, the National Sports Centre in Crystal
Palace Park, built in 1964 and Grade 2 listed, has undergone tremendous
improvements over the last year and a half and continues to be a work in
progress. The 1960's features and proportions have been enhanced and retained
without 21st Century standards and technology intruding.
All of the above was explained to representatives from this Society and other
local groups on a guided tour by Tony Wallace, the Centre's Manager, on 23rd
June. It soon became clear how easy it was to get through £17 million! There
is now an airy reception at the end of the long and level walkway. A disability
lift is in the pipeline and there is a sunny café.
As a regular user of the swimming pool before its temporary closure, I was
very keen to inspect this facility, having become used during backstroke
lengths to see the drips coming down in the rain and the pigeons flying across.
To remedy these matters necessitated emptying out this enormous 50m pool
and erecting the largest scaffold in Europe that extended to the outside of the
building. Modern health & safety requirements no longer permit the use of
simple pulleys and safety harnesses. It also enabled the workers to replace all
the striplights, only 20% of which were still working. But the new ones still
only have a lifespan of 5-7 years, so no more than 50% are used at any one
time. The length of the racing pool has been extended by 3cm in order to allow
room for the electronic touch-pads used during races. The Grade 1 diving board
by its special pool is back in use and the other boards too have been
refurbished. The air temperature is a constant 27°-28°. The best news is that the
racing pool now has 4 lanes open to the general public at all times and off-peak
tickets are available. The minimum swimming standard required is 100m
without difficulty. As for the changing rooms, gone are the unpredictable
showers. Only the 1964 doors remain and the new facilities are truly of the
highest possible standard.
On our way down to the engine rooms we stopped briefly at the Sports Hall
that now has wood-sprung floors and has new portable seating.
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Few of us must have realised just how desperately the engine-room was in
need of an overhaul. A new electric intake room has replaced one that was no
longer watertight. Before there had been cables lying close to water seeping
through. The water in the pool passes through enormous tanks that are partially
filled with sand, all of which have been stripped out. The necessary chemicals
are mixed to the correct dose automatically. Money has been spent carefully
and it has been possible to retain much of the extensive old pipework, now
fitted with new valves and dressed in brand new silver lagging jackets. But
even so there remain a few unresolved leaks as sections of the pipe work are
deeply embedded in concrete. And, just to remind us that the Centre stands in
the basin that dates back to the days of Joseph Paxton, ground water still likes
to try and enter the boiler room, so special membranes have been laid.
A further £5 million may be needed and what may happen to the surrounding
Park is another matter, but as a member of the public I can only say that I was
delighted by whatI saw, and felt very privileged to take my first swim in the
refurbished pool at the end of the tour.
Anna Lines
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Crystal Palace Sports Centre
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BOOK BOOK BOOK BOOK REVIEWREVIEWREVIEWREVIEW
CAMILLECAMILLECAMILLECAMILLE PISSARROPISSARROPISSARROPISSARRO AT AT ATAT CRYSTAL CRYSTAL CRYSTAL CRYSTAL PALACEPALACEPALACEPALACE

Third Third Third Third Edition Edition Edition Edition 1995. 1995. 1995. 1995. The The The The LilburneLilburneLilburneLilburne Press Press Press Press £9.95.£9.95.£9.95.£9.95.
This third edition of Nicholas Reed's book
about Camille Pissarro and his paintings of
the Norwood area (it is rather more than a
booklet) is both revised and enlarged, and
includes an 8-page supplement of
discoveries from 1993 to 1995 of further
examples of Pissarro's work, and their
location. 
The paintings are reproduced in colour, and
matched with later photographs taken from
his seventeen viewpoints. Interwoven are
nuggets of local history, and many will find
these of considerable interest, quite apart
from appreciating Pissarro's genius and his
Impressionist interpretation of various parts
of Norwood. 
The title of the book does not reflect all that
it contains, and it is certainly not a bald
recital of Pissarro's paintings. Nicholas

Reed has gone to a great deal of trouble, and carried out much research, to
provide a companion to those who enjoy a good walk with lots of interest in
local history. He has carefully planned several tours which take in Pissarro's
scenes, and explains in his detailed vade mecum how they have changed over
nearly a century and a half since he painted them, and the features that can still
be identified. 
In publishing the results of his research Nicholas Reed has done Norwood a
great service, and deserves the tribute that once started the book is difficult to
put down.
Benjamin Pemberton
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THE THE THE THE ATMOSPHERIC ATMOSPHERIC ATMOSPHERIC ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYRAILWAYRAILWAYRAILWAY
by by byby ShenaShenaShenaShena MackayMackayMackayMackay

Published Published Published Published by by byby JonathanJonathanJonathanJonathan Cape Cape Cape Cape ISBNISBNISBNISBN 9780224072984 9780224072984 9780224072984 9780224072984 £12.59£12.59£12.59£12.59
Beryl and Neville, two cousins who grew up in East Dulwich, have not seen
much of each other ever since there was a parting of the ways in their teenage
years. But as they reach the age where they attend a lot of memorial services a
kind of atonement takes place for the event that lay at the heart of their
families' estrangement. One night (and may the reason never be revealed), the
shop belonging to Uncle Frank (a photographer), exploded in a pyrotechnical
display that lit up the neighbourhood. Not only were all the family photographs
lost, but so was a whole local archive and portrait of a community. Frank was
more than a portraitist: he took pictures of houses, shops, churches, parks and
local events. What a rich resource for local historians this shop might have
become!
In this short story (the first of a total of 36 in the book) we find Neville sitting
on a train taking him out of London, ruminating over his weekend with Beryl,
a copy of The Phoenix Suburb in his lap and his mind wandering from
childhood memories to their walk around Crystal Palace Park and Norwood
Cemetery and the dead fox on W. Norwood Station. The splendours portrayed
in the book belong to a world far removed from today's sleaze. From this his
mind wanders into his research into The Atmospheric Railway and Beryl's
research into the life of a man who lived in New Town and who worked on this
short lived wonder and he then dwells on snippets of information on Aunt
Florence who established a school for sickly children in Beulah Hill named
The Garden School, now an overgrown site earmarked for the building of a self
storage unit.
These reflections and observations of today's Norwood should appeal to all
local historians, residents of this area and the many who approach The
Norwood Society with a view to learning a little more about where and how
members of their family may have lived. And, of course, to all those who love
Shena Mackay for her sharp wit and observational precision.
Anna Lines
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AAAA history history history history of of ofof the the the the All All All All Saints' Saints' Saints' Saints' Schools Schools Schools Schools from from from from 1834 1834 1834 1834 to to toto 1984 1984 1984 1984 

This is a brief account of the life of the All Saints' Schools of Upper Norwood.
It is a story which began in 1834 when Norwood was a charming and
prosperous village of 3,000 people. It was a favourite haunt of London's
'Society' who visited it to taste the mineral waters of Beulah Spa and enjoy its
beautiful pleasure grounds.
The Year 1834 was an interesting one. William IV was on the throne and Sir
Robert Peel, who had founded the London Police Force five years earlier, was
Prime Minister. Both Houses of Parliament were destroyed by a fire which
raged for several days. Samuel Coleridge Taylor, the poet, died during the year
and earthquakes were reported in Chichester and Portsmouth.
Earthquakes of a different kind were felt that year in Britain and overseas. The
end of slavery in the British Empire was celebrated in London but there were
signs of industrial and agricultural unrest throughout England. In Leeds 3,000
woollen workers went on strike against their 'masters' who refused to employ
members of a union. At Dorchester Assizes six farm labourers, who have since
been known as the Tolpuddle Martyrs, were sentenced to seven years'
transportation for demonstrating unlawfully.
The The The The Start Start Start Start of of ofof All All All All Saints' Saints' Saints' Saints' 
Against this social background, a year before the first Education Department
was established in England, and three years before Queen Victoria's reign
began, a school started in Norwood. Strangely the date of the building is
unknown. The date of the centenary celebrations would place its start in 1838
but it appears that there was a Dame's School on the site four years before. It is
also probable that the School proper originated as a Sunday School attached to
All Saints' Church.
There is little doubt that the School was started by middle-class members of the
congregation anxious to train the increasing number of poor children in the
parish. In 1838 there were three separate departments under three head teachers
and, although the School was a great success, it never seems to have been quite
big enough. The Trust Deed of the School was signed in 1849 and it appears
that the land was given, or sold, by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The School
was to be 'Church of England by usage' and be held in trust for solely
educational purposes under the trusteeship of the Vicar.
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Enlargements to the School were
made in 1864 when it was united
with the National Society for
Promoting the Education of the Poor.
The parish erected a schoolroom at a
cost of £700 but it was a great task to
raise that huge sum. After a bit of an
argument the Society chipped in with
£15 to furnish the room with desks
and forms!
Education Education Education Education in in inin the the the the Nineteenth Nineteenth Nineteenth Nineteenth Century. Century. Century. Century. 
There is a written record of the story of the School since 1866 when the Log
Books started. They paint a clear picture of educational conditions in the last
century. Teachers were hard to find and the normal staffing was one Head
Teacher with as many monitors  as it was possible to train. The Head taught
the monitors who tried to teach the children or 'hear the lesson'. Learning was
a feat of memory helped along by the Head's stout cane.
The monitorial system gave way to the employment of Pupil–Teachers.  These
were introduced by Dr Kay Shuttleworth of the Norwood Poor Law School.
This has previously been known as Aubin's School from the name of its
Manager. St. Aubyn's Road was named after this man who is the only School
Manager to be falsely canonised as there is no such Saint in the Calendar!
The Pupil Teachers started their training when they were little more than
children. They had to have a testimonial (as did their parents) and a medical
certificate before they were allowed to begin their apprenticeship. In 1890 one
trainee was advised to 'attend to his Geography and History and also to his
Arithmetic and Euclid'. The poor lad had not 'proper control of his classes' and
this led to changing the school policy of taking Pupil-Teachers from among the
boys they taught. However, this particular trainee eventually obtained a post as
Assistant at Streatham with a salary of £50 a year!
Payment Payment Payment Payment by by byby Results.Results.Results.Results.
One of the worst features of the educational system of a hundred years ago was
something called Payment by Results. All children had to sit examinations in
the 3 R's to pass from one `standard' to the next. A grant to the school was paid
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All Saints School in 1843
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on the results of these exams. This, of course, led to teaching where the
emphasis was on instruction rather than education. Mathew Arnold, the poet,
was an educationist and an Inspector of Schools. He said that it was possible
to get children through these examinations without their knowing how to read,
write and 'cipher'.
The school log-books show how the teachers drilled the children for months
before the Inspectors came. In 1879 the Headmaster wrote:

I don't see how the exam is to be passed. Standard III
has not yet conquered Long Division as there are
several boys pretty backward. Arithmetic seems to
come very hard to these boys.

The Inspectors agreed and reported that there were several failures in Arithmetic.
By 1882 either the Headmaster had become more persuasive or the pupils were
more attentive. The Inspector's report for that year said that 'the boys had passed a
good examination in elementary and special subjects'. The grant was increased
from £68 to £74.
Reading was by repetition to ensure that the set book was literally learned by
heart. There was no reading for pleasure or information. However, still in 1882,
the Headmistress wrote in her log:

Standards V and VI read twice during the week from
unseen  readers and fairly well.
Over the years All Saints' School impressed the

Inspectors with its steady progress. In 1894 the Boys' School received its highest
grant of about £11 a head on an average of £84 with £1 for the Pupil-Teacher.
Children's Children's Children's Children's Attendance Attendance Attendance Attendance 
One of the great troubles last century was that of children's poor attendance at
school. Although attendance was made compulsory in 1870, it was difficult to
enforce. Not many children had birth certificates and it was not certain what was
the school-leaving age. Many children worked before, during and after school
hours. In 1871 the Headmistress complained that some girls had returned to
school after being 'in service' as maids. The same year the Headmaster wrote that
Standard V was attending only half-time because the boys were working at
houses in Norwood during the mornings.
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Any excuse was enough to keep children from school: hay-making, Guy Fawkes
Day and Treats in the locality are listed in the log-books as causes of absences.
Crystal Palace was a great attraction to truants, and festivals, choirs, concerts and
entertainments are often quoted as reasons for absences. The School Board Man
seems to have been very busy rounding up offenders, and the Head Teachers
were always complaining of the sin of truancy, especially before the exams.
Another cause of absence was that the poorest children could not afford the
fees. In 1873 the Headmistress noted that many fathers were out of work and
unable to send their children to school. One girl was always being sent home
for her fees 'she being a poor payer'. In 1891 this situation eased a bit. The
Headmaster wrote that it was the first week of free education: boys and girls
were being charged only two pence a month with Infants quite free! Some
children attended very well indeed. For three years at the end of the century
two boys had 100% attendances. Of course one of them was accepted as a
Pupil-Teacher shortly afterwards.
The The The The School School School School and and and and Parish Parish Parish Parish 
From the school records it is possible to piece together a picture of life in
Norwood a hundred years ago. The most important figure in the parish was the
parson who visited the School most days. His wife was also involved in the life
of the School and one found the girls very useful. She sent 'a half-dozen towels
to be hemmed' and 'received one nightshirt, 2 nightdresses and 4 shirts finished
and sent to the Parsonage'. Other ladies also sent sewing to the school 'to
occupy the girls'. One of them was continually sending 'a half-dozen pairs of
wristbands to be made by the children'.
This intervention in school affairs was often inspired by charitable motives.
The ladies of 100 years ago, who visited to give 'buns to the little ones' and '2
little shifts to the 2 best children' obviously had the kindest intentions. As also

All Saints’ School in the 1920s
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had a certain Admiral who was a local landowner. Every autumn for eighteen
years he provided gifts of clothing and necessities to the children. A half-
holiday followed the distribution of the largesse.
To the end of the century the School was dependent on the Parsonage for its
supplies of slates, books, pencils, ink, coal and sewing-cotton. In return the
School made a full contribution to the life of the Church by the children's
participation in Saints' Days and Festivals.
Cramped Cramped Cramped Cramped ConditionsConditionsConditionsConditions
During its first 60 years the School flourished and its numbers increased. Several
minor alterations were carried out and there are constant references to repairs and
decorations. By 1900 the Head Teachers were helped by higher grants and
assistance from the National Society and so became independent of the Church for
educational supplies. The building itself remained the Church's responsibility.
The School was so overcrowded at the turn of the century that the Heads
complained that 'there is neither room to draw or write properly'. An extension
was added to a classroom in 1937 but, apart from small additions, the old All
Saints' School was never enlarged but remained in its original building until its
demolition.
CliffordCliffordCliffordClifford CartwrightCartwrightCartwrightCartwright
For almost the first half of this century All Saints' school was dominated by the
personality of Mr. Clifford Cartwright F.R.C.D. He was appointed Headmaster of
the Boys' School in 1915 and became Head of the combined Schools in the 1920's.
During his 37 years at All Saints' he was organist, choirmaster and churchwarden.
It was during his time that the School became known as the Academy on the Hill.
The Staff were all graduates and many of them later became Heads of Secondary
Schools. The School enjoyed a great reputation until the Second World War
dispersed the children and staff. The Church's bombing and decline in the 1940's
had an inevitably bad effect on the School.
Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled StatusStatusStatusStatus
The decline in the 1940's meant that there was no money available in the Church
funds to maintain the fabric of the building. This was in such a bad state in 1953
that it became necessary for the School to be controlled by the Local Education
Authority which took over the maintenance of the building.
The task of building the School's reputation, and restoring the fabric, was an
exciting one. The School slowly revived in the 1950's through the help of
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Croydon’s Education Committee, the support
of the School Managers, the co-operation of a
loyal teaching staff and the growth of a strong,
vigorous and articulate Parent-Teacher
Association. The School was made rain-proof
and central heating replaced the open fires. The
building was redecorated and new cloakrooms
and lavatories were built. The PTA worked
hard and long to raise vast sums of money to
provide equipment and supplies to augment the
Authority’s allowance.
Educational Educational Educational Educational DevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopmentsDevelopments
It so happened that the rise in the School's fortunes coincided with the dramatic
changes which were taking place in schools throughout the country. These
changes affected the nature of primary education and, in particular, the teaching
of mathematics and science. These entailed changes in methods of teaching and
in the content of syllabuses. The methods were influenced by the work of the
Piagetian school of psychology, by the advent of the computer and other
calculating devices, and by the Nuffield Teaching Projects.
In the 1960's and 1970's the All Saints' Schools became models of development
in modern education. Thousands of visitors were attracted to Upper Norwood
to see children learning through carefully structured experiences. During these
years the Schools provided a centre where other teachers could see
developments in the use of structured apparatus and in the way that
mathematical and scientific concepts are drawn from children's practical
experiences.
New New New New Buildings Buildings Buildings Buildings 
There had been plans for rebuilding the School in 1939 but these had to be
shelved because of the War. In the 1950's the whole community of the Parish,
Church, School Managers and Parents insisted that the children in their care be
provided with a building more suitable to the times and their educational needs.
With the support of Croydon Council, the Chief Education Officer and Mr.
Fred Harris, M.P., the age of the building was brought to the attention of the
House of Commons and to Mr Christopher Chattaway, who was the Minister
of Education.

All Saints School Crest
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It was a great victory when permission was given, for the first time in
educational history, for plans to be put into the Education Estimates for 1955.
Work on the new schools began in January 1966 and was completed by
September of the next year. They were opened by the Chief Education Officer
on All Saints' Day 1967. Among the principal guests were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Harris, and representatives of all the bodies responsible in some way for
resurrecting the All Saints' Schools. These comprised a Junior Mixed Church
of England Voluntary Controlled School and a County Infants' School. They
were differently designated as, by law, it was not possible to increase the size
of the existing building without losing its Trust Deed Status.
The The The The Present Present Present Present 
Unfortunately the new school buildings proved to have serious faults. The flat
roofs leaked within a few years of the Schools' opening and children working
amongst buckets to catch the rainwater became a common occurrence. The
window sills and frames began to rot and much of the chipboard and plywood
used in parts of the structure began to give way. School Managers, teachers
and parents had again to campaign for essential repair work to be carried out
and eventually the Schools were re-roofed.
For a period during the later 1970's the Schools came under pressure as the
number of children of primary school age increased and the Education
Authority provided an additional classroom which was built on the School
field. As this 'bulge' in the birth rate declined space became available for a
school library and, with money provided by parents through Summer Fetes and
Markets at Christmas, one room was equipped with library shelving and now
stores several thousand books.
The Junior School has eight classes with just under thirty children in each
class. There are ten full-time teachers including the Head and a number of
visiting teachers who assist with music. Close links are still maintained with
the Church, the Vicar visiting weekly to take assembly, and a school service is
held in church every term. The annual Carol Service always attracts a large
congregation of parents and friends as the School has become noted for its
high standards in music.
Today's children not only have access to very many books but to a whole range
of aids to learning which would have astonished both pupils and teachers of
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years gone by. They include radio and television programmes, Audio and
Video tapes as well as film strips, film and computer discs. With the aid of the
computer children of junior age now can write a story or poem which can then
be stored on disc or printed out in seconds and then reproduced in hundreds of
copies for others to read.
While all these advances are of great value, the School maintains its belief that
direct first-hand experience is the most important aid to learning and so
children are encouraged in a variety of practical experiences and educational
visits. In recent years parties of All Saints' children have visited Snowdonia,
and climbed to the summit of Snowdon, crossed the Channel to camp in
Dieppe to visit many parts of Normandy and Paris and undertaken field trips to
outdoor educational centres for work in Geography and Science.
In 1984 the Schools celebrated the 150th Anniversary of their foundation. On
8th November, a service was held in church attended by the Mayor of
Croydon, Councillor Mrs. Horden, the Chairman of Education Committee, the
Director of Education and other guests. Following the service the Mayor
planted an oak tree in the School grounds and, to mark the beginning of the
Schools' 150th Foundation Year, helped the children release nearly 250
balloons from the School playground. We know from the balloon labels
returned that they travelled North across London over Lincoln and on to
Scotland, where the furthest reached Grampian. So news of the School's
celebrations travelled nationwide!
At the end of this 150th year a box containing
children's work, photographs, a computer disc,
sound tape, film and other items from 1984/85
will be sealed and hidden away for safe-
keeping for children of a later age to discover.
One wonders what education will be like for
children of perhaps the 22nd Century who
open this time capsule of life today.
Leslie Foster 1985.

Part of mosaic unveiled at the Schoool in 2006
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